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Lesson 1: You very, very,... and Hooks 
 

In my opinion, the hardest part about being a writer is telling others why they'd want to 

read our stuff. 

 

Unfortunately, unless we can do this comfortably and convincingly, it's going to be 

harder to find the agent, editor or reader who really wants to love our work. 

 

This is something important we must remind ourselves. That agents, editors and readers 

LOVE finding new authors that they enjoy. The only thing standing in their way is the 

sheer volume of work out there. They don't have the time to rifle through all the 

possibilities, so it's up to us to make ourselves known in as many different ways as 

possible. 

 

Our other job is to make the strongest case we can for why they would like our stories. 

 

"Everybody's looking for the next big thing — a work of great...fiction from an unknown 

writer...." -- Jay Schaefer, editor who produced the best seller Under the Tuscan Sun 

 

So how do we describe our story? And, in figuring out how to describe our story, how 

can we generate other story ideas and plots and pitches so that description becomes more 

like brainstorming? 

 

How we describe our story is first going to depend on what our writing brand is.  

 

Ask yourself how you would answer this question in one or two words: "My books are 

very, very ______ (sexy, fast-paced, funny, romantic, light-hearted, edgy, thought-

provoking, etc)."  

 

As I recently learned from branding expert Jenn Stark, this is the essence of your writing 

brand—how you want your readers to feel as they read your book. Once you identify 

what this feeling is, you can hone your story descriptions to ensure they're consistent with 

your writing brand. If your books will be funny, your description of the story should 

make your reader laugh. If your books are supposed to be thrilling and fast-paced, your 

description should have a similar feel. 

 

After you know what your writing brand is, we move to what this workshop is all 

about…different ways to describe your stories and deliver that writing brand promise. 

 

We're going to start rather broadly first and talk about what a HOOK is.... 

 

Hook: Something that captures another's attention 
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As writers, we are able to employ many hooks in our story, but in many ways these hooks 

can be used to "chat up" or describe our story to capture an agent or editor's attention. 

 

Years ago, for example, agent Miriam Kriss said that what hooked her about author 

Rachel Vincent's writing was her opening line. 

 

A great opening line is a "hook" that immediately pulls in a reader. 

 

For example: "Marlie Montague was right smack-dab in the middle of exposing a 

massive government cover-up when her front doorbell chimed, playing the Mission: 

Impossible theme." [You Only Love Twice by Lori Wilde] 

 

Turns out Marlie is actually a comic book illustrator working on a story, but that line is 

much more apt to pull a reader in than that bland description. 

 

Another hook is a great cover or an intriguing story concept. Example: a small town is 

terrorized by a prom queen. 

 

That's the hook of Stephen King's Carrie. The hook is the juxtoposition of two 

incongruous concepts. 

 

This is the same type of hook employed by mash-ups. Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, 

for example. 

 

Another hook is often mistaken for a pitch or high concept pitch. This hook is where you 

make an analogy between your story and something more familiar. 

 

X-men meets Romancing The Stone, for example. 

 

Or "It's like Cindy Gerard or Suzanne Brockmann meets J.D. Ward" 

 

I could use both these analogies to describe my paranormal series, as it deals with a 

military romance (special ops) and paranormal romance. 

 

However, neither of these qualifies as a pitch because it's too vague to tell the listener 

what truly makes my story different enough to stand out. 

 

Instead, they are just hooks. 

 

A hook captures attention, creating an opening for more. With a hook, your job is just 

starting. Your job is to persuade your listener (agent, editor, reader) to take the next 

steps.... 
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Finally, another hook is platform. If you're friends with Oprah and can move 30,000 

books at the onset, that's a hook. 

 

But really, everything we talk about in this class is going to be considered a hook, with 

each being more detailed and thus more effective. 

 

Assignment: 1) What is your "very, very" writing brand? 2) Can you identify one or more 

hooks in your story?  
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Lesson 2: Taglines 

We're off to a great start. I look forward to reading everyone's bios and Assignment 1s 

but at the same time I like the idea that I'll be approaching these assignments with a 

minimum of information. It gives me a sense of how you'd "pitch" your story for the first 

time.  

 

My goal is to help you identify what makes your stories truly stand apart from other 

stories out there. That's what we're going to constantly try and focus on in this class, 

whether it's in a tagline, logline, blurb, pitch, etc.  

 

Today, let's talk about taglines.  

 

A tagline is a branding slogan that provides few details about a product, but makes it 

memorable by association (by mimicking tone, painting a compelling picture, or causing 

a primal reaction) and thus is a hook.  

 

Examples from movies: 

 

Alien: "In space, no one can hear you scream" 

 

You'll notice how the tagline doesn't tell you anything specific about the story at all. 

Instead, it sets a tone--a scary one! Based on the primal fear of being trapped somewhere 

no can help you. 

 

A Team: "There is no plan B." 

 

It obviously gives the mood of being pushed to the wall and having no other options. 

 

Law Abiding Citizen: "How Do You Stop A Killer Who's Already In Jail?" 

 

By posing a question with an incongruent premise (just like the type of hook we talked 

about in Lesson 1) this really grabs someone's attention.  

 

Sometimes authors use taglines in query letters or at the beginning of a synopsis to give a 

little flavor of their story. Book covers often have taglines to capture a reader's interest. 

 

Taglines can be used to brand an author and her entire body of work. For example, my 

author brand tagline is: "Brave the darkness, discover the light." My tagline is meant to 

communicate to others that I write edgy, darker stories but that there is a light or HEA at 

the end of the tunnel. 

 

Obviously, taglines can be used to brand an individual story, as well. The tagline for my 
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first Para-Ops novel, Chosen By Blood, is "United by fate, bound by desire." Since it's a 

book that set ups the formation of a special ops team of paranormal creatures, it gives a 

hint at how they are all compelled to come together, reluctantly or not, but how their own 

desires and passions will soon be the thing that keeps them together.  

 

In my second Para-Ops novel, Chosen By Fate, the tagline is "There's a fine line between 

life and death, pleasure and pain…"  

 

The tagline reflects the tone and plot of the story. It is about the heroine, the team's 

"ghost," who cannot experience any touch without pain. However, Wraith knows her 

time is running out and she's determined to share one night of pleasure with someone 

else--specifically, her teammate, human Caleb O'Flare. Things get complicated when she 

sees a death mark on his chest—a sign of impending death that only ghosts can see. 

Wraith is convinced a night spent with Caleb will lead to his demise. As the team travels 

to Los Angeles for their next mission, Caleb tries to prove to Wraith that he can give her 

pleasure without pain. But Wraith believes that with her own death imminent, the least 

she can do is save Caleb from the same fate… 

 

So the whole thing about taglines is how they can communicate so much about a story 

with so few words or actual details.  

 

Assignment 2:  

 

Come up with a tagline for either yourself as an author or your current wip. Ideally, why 

not try and do both? 
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Lesson 3: Theme & Premise 

 

Today, we're talking about story premise... 

 

A premise is defined as "an assertion or proposition that forms 

the basis for a fictional work."  

 

The way to understand premise is to first understand Theme. 

 

Story premise identifies your Theme but applies it directly to the hero and heroine's 

specific circumstances.  

 

It is your explanation or justification for the growth that your main characters are going 

to experience through their story journey.  

 

For example, if your thematic assertion is that the only way to find true love is to let go of 

the past, then your heroine's premise may be: In order to find true love, the heroine must 

forgive her mother for abandoning her as a child and allow herself to be vulnerable with 

the hero. 

 

The hero's premise could be based on the same thematic assertion or it might be based on 

something different, depending on what flaw or incorrect belief you are trying to have 

him overcome in story.  

 

Let's look closer at Theme: 

 

Theme is what gives your story universal meaning.  

 

Theme touches everything in a story even though it is only one element among many. 

Really, Theme is about giving purpose and meaning to your story at the same time you 

entertain your readers. Meaning can be found in tone, in individual words, in concepts 

and imagery, and in broad messages, subtle or not. When crafted deliberately, Theme 

shelters or exposes your characters and gives significance to their actions.  

 

Generally, Theme represents an underlying truth--a view about life and how people 

behave that establishes a common ground with your reader. It is the "global" hook that 

tells the reader why he should read your story, and it encompasses the story hook--that is, 

the reason why the reader will be interested in the actions, growth, and fate of your 

specific characters.  

 

Theme posits a global question to the reader, with you asserting (and supporting) a 

particular conclusion about life and humanity. Yes, your characters say and do "XY&Z" 
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to get to the happy ending, but the result shouldn't be random—it should be based on 

some greater principal that will apply to the majority of people, not just the characters 

within the covers of your book. Theme does this by focusing the story on a global 

struggle faced by mankind. The struggle rests on something important that most likely 

transcends time and culture--something visceral and compelling that speaks to mankind's 

basic needs. It gives answers to questions your readers are probably already asking, thus 

giving them another reason to identify with your story and your characters.  

 

Specifically applying Theme to your work via universal concepts, universal themes, and 

thematic assertions: 

 

We've talked about Theme generally. Now let's talk about how to specifically apply it to 

a work of fiction. According to the dictionary, Theme is "a subject for discussion." If it's 

subject to discussion, that means it's subject to debate.  

 

With respect to Theme in fiction, there are three basic elements: 

 

1) a universal concept 

2) something related to the concept that, when connected together, forms a universal 

theme 

3) an assertion on universal theme's desirability and/or how to achieve it.  

 

For example, survival is a universal concept. 

 

The cost of survival is a universal theme.  

 

A thematic assertion would be that survival is worth any cost.  

 

A different thematic assertion based on the same universal theme might be survival isn't 

worth losing one's sense of humanity or morality.  

 

Other Examples of Universal Concepts: 

A. Love 

B. Life 

C. Companionship 

D. Redemption 

 

Other Examples of Universal Themes: 

A. The redemptive quality of love. 

B. The transience of human life. 

C. The importance of companionship. 

D. The difficulties of living in a small/large town. 

E. The different stages of life. 
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F. The uselessness/detrimental quality of life. 

G. The limitations caused by fear. 

 

Other Examples of Thematic Assertions: 

A. Only by facing our greatest fear can one truly experience the joy in life.  

B. Each phase of life is as important as the last.  

C. Isolation causes a person's worst qualities to intensify. 

D. A person's past matters less than what they intend to do in the future. 

 

In Chosen By Blood, the first book of my paranormal romantic suspense series, my 

thematic assertion is "In order to live a fulfilled life, one must balance duty with desire. "  

 

My hero's premise is that in order to do this, he must accept that his father's sins (his 

human father betrayed vampires by telling other humans how to kill them) are not his 

own and stop trying to constantly prove his loyalty to his vampire clan. 

 

Assignment: 

 

Identify your story's potential thematic assertion (if you're not sure, identify a universal 

concept first, then devise a universal theme, then a thematic assertion).  

 

[Another example:  

 

Crime; Loyalty; Friendship  

 

Universal theme: Example: The benefits of crime, the effect of loyalty, the relationship 

between friendship and family 

 

Thematic assertions: Crime doesn't pay; Loyalty can be carried too far; Family does not 

always trump friendship.] 

 

Choose the one thematic assertion that speaks to you the most and reword it so the 

essence of your thematic assertion is phrased as follows:  

 

In order to be happy, one must ______________.  

Example: In order to be happy, one must believe that goodness is rewarded and crime is 

punished. 

 

Now apply this theme, explaining the specific thing/s that your hero/heroine must 

ultimately do/learn through growing in the story in order to prove it TRUE. This is that 

character's story premise.  
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Lesson 4: Log Lines 

A log line is a short (one to three sentences, preferably one) description of an entire story. 

It does more than a tagline because it gives an idea of who the characters are (protagonist 

and antagonist), what the conflict is about, and what one can expect with respect to 

setting and/or mood.  

 

According to Nina Bruhns (Berkley and Harlequin Romantic Suspense Author, and 

Editorial Director of Entangled's Dead Sexy line), who learned about log lines from 

screen writer Blake Snyder, a log line should have the following components: 

 

• Convey the tone/mood/Theme of the book; 

• Convey a compelling mental picture that makes you sit up and take notice, usually by 

incorporating some kind of hook or surprise about the specific story 

• Convey main characters using somewhat conflicting adjectives, as well as reflect the 

dilemma of the characters 

• Convey a mental picture of scene/place 

 

Author Alexandra Sokoloff gives the following example of a log line in her book, 

Screenwriting Tricks For Authors, about the movie, Jaws: 

 

When a great white shark starts attacking beachgoers in a coastal town during high tourist 

season, a water-phobic Sheriff must assemble a team to hunt it down before he kills 

again. 

 

Here's my log line for the movie Shawshank Redemption: 

 

Wrongfully convicted of his wife's murder, a soft-spoken accountant survives twenty 

years of abuse in prison and escapes still believing in the goodness of mankind. 

 

In the above examples, you can see that the four elements defined by Nina Bruhns are 

met. Notably, all of them incorporate some kind of hook or surprise about the specific 

story. The "surprise" can be subtle (the Sheriff in Jaws is water-phobic; the man who 

survives twenty years of abuse in prison is a soft-spoken accountant), but the twist can 

also be more obvious (i.e., a Sheriff that is a serial killer). 

 

Note that you want the log line to really emphasize what is unique about your story and 

what makes it a comedy, a suspense, a paranormal etc.  

 

Look at how the log line for The Shaggy D.A. can be generic or much more reflective of 

the movie's true nature: 

 

A lawyer makes an interesting discovery that could affect his chances of getting elected 
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to office  

 

VERSUS  

 

Wilby Daniels, a successful lawyer running for District Attorney, suddenly finds himself 

being transformed into an English sheepdog. Somehow he has to keep his change a secret 

and find just what is causing it, all the while eluding the local dog catcher. 

 

A great website for examples of log lines is the Internet Movie Database 

(www.imdb.com). 

 

Assignment: Please write a log line for your story. 
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Lesson 5: Blurb 

Hi there, I hope you are finding the lessons helpful. Please email me if you have 

questions or concerns. Now on with the lesson on blurbs... 

 

blurb: a short description of a book, movie, or other product written for promotional 

purposes and appearing on the cover of a book or in an advertisement 

 

Writing a blurb is about showcasing your hero, heroine and plot in their most advantage 

light. You don't just want to summarize your story, you want to sell it to the reader. That 

means, in 30-60 so words (remember it needs to bit on the back of a book), you need to 

highlight the essence of your characters (including what makes them unique, interesting, 

and conflicted (i.e., what's driving them (goal) and what's getting in their way.)  

 

The tricky thing is you need to do this equally for the exterior plot as well as the romance 

thread, which means touching on both internal and exterior conflicts.  

 

Conflict can be: 

 

• Internal Conflict: Emotional or internal struggles. This tells us how the character feels 

about a particular situation, belief, or compulsion, but often impacts how the character 

behaves. Therefore, a character's internal struggles can drive the plot; 

 

• External Conflict: Situational or external struggles. Obviously, a character will 

outwardly react (or maybe consciously fail to act) in response to External Conflict. 

However, once again, how a character reacts to External Conflict often gives us insight 

into that character's emotional state or personality traits. Both External and Internal 

Conflict drive the character growth resulting in Character Arc; and 

 

• Romantic Conflict: Romantic struggles. These are both external and internal struggles 

that directly impact a romantic relationship, drive character growth, and impact the 

external plot. 

 

Finally, just as with your logline, taglines, etc, you want to make sure that, with the 

language you choose, you convey a sense of your novel's tone. 

 

Consider these questions when writing your blurb:  

 

&#9702; What are the hero and heroine's back story, goal and motivation? 

&#9702; What gets in the way of these goals? (What is the exterior conflict of the 

novel?) 

&#9702; What tears the hero and heroine apart emotionally? Romantically? 

&#9702; How does this internal and/or romantic conflict impact the external conflict or 
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external goal? 

&#9702; How do the hero and heroine intend to overcome the romantic conflict? Do they 

intend to? Or will love prevail despite their best efforts to quash it? 

 

Let's look at the blurb of my novel, Chosen By Blood and then, immediately afterwards, 

how it breaks down: 

 

Leader of an Otherborn clan, half-breed vampire Knox Devereaux would do anything to 

find a cure for the anti-vamp vaccine slowly starving his people. When the FBI contacts 

him about leading a team of hand-selected Others on a mission to reclaim the stolen 

antidote, Knox accepts. His new assignment places him in direct contact with Special 

Agent Felicia Locke, the beautiful human he's craved since their very first meeting.  

 

Felicia's experience as a hostage negotiator makes her a natural asst to a team divided by 

suspicion and prejudice. While being in close contact with Knox makes the desire she 

feels for him difficult to deny, Knox must marry a vampires, and she's not about to be his 

human lover on the side.  

 

As the team embarks on its dangerous mission, Knox is determined to convince Felicia 

that the passion that connects them is enough to transcend both race and her human idea 

of morality. But Felicia is intent on teaching Knox that complete trust and love are the 

only forces strong enough to unite human and Other, once and forever.  

 

Breaking down the elements: 

 

Leader of an Otherborn clan, half-breed vampire Knox Devereaux would do anything to 

find a cure for the anti-vamp vaccine slowly starving his people. (Hero's essence) When 

the FBI contacts him about leading a team of hand-selected Others on a mission to 

reclaim the stolen antidote, Knox accepts. (Hero's external plot goal) His new assignment 

places him in direct contact with Special Agent Felicia Locke, the beautiful human he's 

craved since their very first meeting. (Hero and heroine/romance/romantic conflict for 

hero (though this is more inferred here)) 

 

Felicia's experience as a hostage negotiator makes her a natural asset to a team divided by 

suspicion and prejudice. (Heroine's essence and how she's tied into the hero's external 

plot goal) While being in close contact with Knox makes the desire she feels for him 

difficult to deny, Knox must marry a vampires, and she's not about to be his human lover 

on the side. (Hero and heroine/romance/romantic conflict for heroine) 

 

As the team embarks on its dangerous mission (external plot), Knox is determined to 

convince Felicia that the passion that connects them is enough to transcend both race and 

her human idea of morality. But Felicia is intent on teaching Knox that complete trust and 

love are the only forces strong enough to unite human and Other, once and forever. (Hero 
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and heroine/romance/romantic conflict/romantic goals)  

 

Note how there's a back and forth between the hero and heroine's essence, their personal 

goals, the external plot and romantic conflicts, and their romantic goals at the end. If you 

can show how each impacts the other (for example, if the romantic conflict necessarily 

creates problems for the external plot (in this case, by the hero and heroine being on the 

same team and thus being distracted on their mission), you want to point that out.) The 

more conflict you can highlight in your blurb, the more compelling it will be.  

 

Now, here's the blurb from Chosen By Fate, book 2 in this series:  

 

Although he keeps company with a vampire and a were, human Shaman Caleb O'Flare 

can definitely hold his own. (Hero's essence) But neither his psychic ability nor his 

healing powers (hero's essence) can help his sexy-as-hell teammate, Wraith—a ghost 

with no memory of her human existence, one who cannot experience touch without pain. 

(Heroine's essence, romance, romantic conflict.) 

 

No wraith has managed to exist past its tenth year, so Wraith's time is about to run out. 

She wants only two things before accepting her fate: to learn her human identity and 

experience one night with Caleb. (Heroine's external and romantic goal, plus external 

conflict) Willing to risk any amount of pain, Wraith propositions him. (Heroine's 

romantic goal) But when a sign of impending death appears on his chest (external 

conflict), Wraith sacrifices her own needs on the chance that sex with her could kill him. 

(Romance/romantic conflict/internal conflict) 

 

Caleb doesn't understand Wraith's change of heart but refuses to let her push him away. 

(Hero's romantic goal) As the team travels to Los Angeles to investigate a series of 

crimes in the feline community (external plot), Caleb sets out to prove to Wraith that 

pleasure and love are worth any risk, including death (hero's romantic goal). 

 

As I wrote this, I found that a difference between the two books is reflected in the blurb. 

Chosen By Blood has a stronger external plot conflict. I spend much more time on 

external plot in Book 1 of this series since I'm world building and introducing characters. 

And you'll see that the plot is discussed more in that blurb. With book 2, there's less focus 

on the actual external plot in the story (the mission with the felines), and more focus on 

the romance between Caleb and Wraith. You'll see that's reflected in the blurb. So these 

blurbs really do give the reader a flavor of the stories to come. Cool!  

 

Assignment:  

 

You know what I want!! Please write up a blurb for your story. :) 
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Lesson 6: High Concept 

Ok, so far we've covered hook, tagline, log line, premise, and blurb. In the assignments, 

I've tried to get you to focus on specific details that make your stories unique. Something 

that is unique is not necessarily "high concept" but it can still make the reader feel like 

the work is fresh and different.  

 

Now, I want to discuss "high concept" with you. My hope is that by knowing what high 

concept is, you'll automatically strive to make your works even more fresh and different.  

 

Today, we'll discuss high concept and, more specifically, what I think makes up a "big 

book, high concept, same but different novel." Next week, we'll continue with this with 

examples from actual books, movies, etc. 

 

What is high concept? High concept is a phrase coined from screenwriting. It is a 

blockbuster idea, one that has a hook and twist that is broadly appealing to a larger 

audience. According to Mary Buckham and Dianna Love, it's a film in which the director 

can cast any actor and have a "break out" film.  

 

In simple terms, it's what every agent or editor is hoping will land on her desk—a story 

with the potential to be big. It's exact definition, however, is far more slippery and 

complicated.  

 

A "high concept pitch" is similar to a logline. Although the high concept pitch doesn't 

have to encompass the main plot points of your book, it needs to provide the same type of 

emotional response one would get from reading the book. In this way, the log line and the 

high concept pitch are similar. However, to be truly "high concept" a pitch needs a 

special something that a logline lacks.  

 

Lori Wilde describes a high concept pitch in her book, Got High Concept? The Key To 

Dynamic Fiction That Sells. Wilde indicates that a high concept pitch delivers five 

components in 25 words:  

 

1. It's different;  

2. It's universal;  

3. It has instant emotional appeal;  

4. You can immediately visualize the entire story; and  

5. It can be stated in one sentence.  

 

Alexandra Sokoloff makes a bigger distinction between a logline and a high concept 

pitch. According to Sokoloff, while a logline can describe an interesting story, she 

maintains it is not "high concept" unless "everyone who hears it can see exactly what the 

movie or book is—and a majority of people who hear it will want to see it or read it…"  
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For her, the ingredients of a high concept is one that has one or more of these things:  

 

1. It's topical; about something that hits a nerve in society at the right time (i.e., cloning, 

sexual harassment) 

2. It's universal (i.e., religion, dinosaurs, Christmas holidays) 

3. It exploits a primal fear 

4. It's about a situation most of us have experienced (blind date, father meeting a date, 

holidays with divorced parents) 

5. It generates "water cooler talk" (affairs, illegitimacy) 

6. It has a big twist (the main character who is really dead, the character who is a 

different sex) 

 

No matter which method you choose, the point is that you need to be able to give a brief 

description of your book that is able to tell the listener what defines and distinguishes it.  

 

BRAINSTORMING A BIG, HIGH CONCEPT, SAME BUT DIFFERENT STORY 

 

We've already discussed the difference between a tagline and a logline. A catchy tag line 

makes your audience take notice. A logline describes what your story is about, adding 

depth and color, but doesn't give a whole lot of details. A Big Book, High Concept Same 

But Different Story is the successful execution of a high concept pitch.  

 

A Big, High Concept, Same But Different Story should be: 

 

1. Relatable  

2. Recognizable 

3. Twistable  

4. Layerable 

5. Expandable 

 

Let's touch briefly on each of these subjects.  

 

A story is relatable if it touches on a universal concept or Theme. In general, this concept 

is incorporated into the Theme of your story. Universal concepts are issues that have the 

greatest degree of meaning to the greatest number of people, which gives them mass 

appeal across time and cultures. They are intangible resources that almost everyone can 

relate to. They might also be described as "universal intangibles." 

 

Not all people will agree on the meaning of or share the same perspective towards a 

universal concept, but all people will relate to the concept in some significant way. The 

way you tell your story tells the reader your position on a universal concept.  
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Some examples of universal concepts are: appearances, invincibility, sense of self, grief, 

trust, good vs. evil, redemption, justice.  

 

Some examples of universal Themes (which focus on a specific aspect of a universal 

concept) are: 

 

1. The redemptive quality of love 

2. The transience of human life 

3. The importance of companionship 

4. The difficulties of living in a small/large town 

5. The different stages of life 

6. The uselessness/detrimental quality of life 

7. The limitations caused by fear 

 

Some examples of a thematic assertion (which makes an assertion about a specific aspect 

of a universal concept): 

 

1. Only by facing our greatest fear can one truly experience the joy in life 

2. Each phase of life is as important as the last 

3. Isolation causes a person's worst qualities to intensify 

4. A person's past matters less than his/her future  

 

By hitting on a universal concept and Theme, you make it more likely a reader will be 

interested in what you have to say.  

 

The same goes for making something in your story recognizable to your reader by 

incorporating a current issue/trend/icon. Doing this makes your work desirable to an 

already established group of people. (On the down side, given how long it takes to 

publish a book after a sale, trends can change, leaving you with something no one wants 

to read.) 

 

Recent trends in romantic fiction have been: steam punk, paranormal, erotica, dark stories 

in general, dark Y.A., mash ups (ex: Pride & Prejudice & Zombies). Readers have also 

shown a desire to watch movies and read about medical romance, legal/forensic 

investigations, special ops/military stories. 

 

Another key ingredient in crafting a "big book, high concept, same but different" story is 

adding an element of the unexpected, either because 1) Irony is created in that one 

element of the story exists in opposition to another; or 2) An element of the story is 

unique/has never/has rarely been done. 

 

Take a current issue/trend and think how it can be turned on its head, happen differently, 

or go a different way. This garners interest because you exceed the reader's expectations. 
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Of course, it also involves risk because you and the reader are taking a chance on 

something new, but it's a calculated risk. Recent twists in romantic fiction are:  

 

1. Vampires and teens (Twilight series) 

2. High lit and zombies (Pride & Prejudice & Zombies) 

3. Native Americans/Shamans & Urban settings 

 

In addition, what do you think of when you think of a "big book?" It's hard to pinpoint 

exactly, but it's accomplished when a writer imbues a high degree of complexity & 

sophistication to a written work. In other words, the writer layers the characters, the plot, 

the writing style, etc so there is the feeling of a lot going on without the reader feeling 

overwhelmed. Some ways that a writer is able to do this is: 

 

1. Complex subplots and secondary plots 

2. More secondary characters/relationships 

3. Deeper emotions (bigger risks and stakes – something that impacts many in a major 

way) 

4. Writing style – richer and more complex or evocative language; greater use of 

symbolism & motif 

5. Larger Character Arc  

6. Complex relationships/world 

7. Things change constantly (more twists) 

8. Major development of setting or setting used as another character 

9. Bigger/more powerful villains/society 

10. Deals with more points of view 

11. Deals with different time lines 

12. Involves a high degree of research/accuracy on a particular time period or subject 

 

Moreover, agents, editors, and most importantly, readers are on the lookout for something 

that's going to stand apart from the crowd, but also something with longevity. That's why 

the Big Book, High Concept, Same But Different Novel should be expandable. This 

means that an individual story or book is capable of achieving continuing interest (i.e., 

series potential). Such continuity can be character-based, with characters that are colorful, 

interesting, and engaging, or in opposition to themselves, each other or preferably both. 

In addition, continuity can be more world-based, revolving around a world that raises 

intriguing social issues/conflicts.  

 

Assignment:  

 

Try and define elements in your story that are relatable, recognizable, twistable, 

layerable, and expandable. 
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Lesson 7: High Concept Examples 

Continuing with High Concept, here are various examples of what I consider Big Book, 

High Concept, Same But Different Novels in a variety of genres. See how I've analyzed 

them for the 5 elements: Relatable, recognizable, twistable, layerable, expandable. No 

assignment today. I haven't received very many assignments from the past few lessons so 

I'd like to give people a chance to get those in and ask any questions you might have.  

 

Examples By Genre: 

 

*Note: the first three books are by the same author but in three different genres. :) 

 

MYSTERY: 

 

A Bad Day For Sorry by Sophie Littlefield (Debut to St. Martin's) 

 

Shortly before her 50th birthday, Stella Hardesty kills her abusive husband with a 

wrench; thereafter she helps other women "deal" with their abusive partners. 

 

Relatable:  

--to mature women: middle-aged female disgruntledness 

--to younger women: female relationships  

--domestic abuse 

Recognizable:  

--the kick-ass middle-aged woman (shows like the CLOSER) 

--growing belief that sexuality extends into middle age and beyond (COUGAR TOWN)  

--"taps into the growing frustration that courts and laws often can't stop domestic 

violence" 

Twistable:  

--plain, middle-aged women in fiction are still rare 

--the idea of female vigilantism is rare, especially when treated in a humorous way 

(bondage restraints, etc.) 

Layerable:  

--voice: blue-collar, every-woman aspect  

--setting: rural setting; "Missouri-isms" 

--mystery, plus explores Stella's love life 

--strong secondary characters  

--dark issues mixed with humor 

Expandable:  

--up to book 4 

--gives main character (Stella Hardesty) a new adventure each time 

 

FICTION: 
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Aftertime by Sophie Littlefield/Sophie Crane ("Kill Bill meets Mad Max") – 3 Book Deal 

to Harlequin Luna  

 

Set in post-apocalyptic America, where a woman wakes up in a field missing her 

memories and badly scared, realizing that somehow she's just recovered from being a 

zombie and must find her 2-year-old daughter in a desolate land populated by small 

bands of humans who are no longer the top of the food chain. 

 

Relatable:  

--mother trying to protect her young daughter 

--love story 

Recognizable:  

--zombies (Swine flu) 

--post-apocalypse (mirrors the woeful state of the economy and other disasters in the 

news 

Twistable:  

--zombies are a little different from the norm - they aren't really undead, though they are 

cannibalistic; they are the result of a bio-terror experiment gone wrong  

Layerable: 

--Cass is a very flawed heroine, has battled addiction as well as suffered sexual abuse and 

parental abandonment, but she is also very strong, and the circumstances of the book 

force her to become even stronger 

--author's voice is different than most urban fantasy/sci-fi (lyrical)--language one of the 

key features of the books 

--complex world: survival being dependent on a whole new rule set, plus the tools and 

supplies have all changed 

Expandable: 

--series of 3 with a super-objective (survival and making a new life in the changed world) 

as well as individual story arcs for each book 

 

YOUNG ADULT:  

Banished by Sophie Littlefield to Delacourt Press 

 

Sixteen-year-old Hailey Tarbell can't wait for the day she'll leave Gypsum, Missouri, far 

behind, taking only four-year-old Chub, the developmentally-delayed little boy her cruel 

drug-dealing grandmother fosters for the state money. But when a freak accident in gym 

class leaves a girl in critical condition, Hailey feels drawn to lay her hands on the injured 

girl and an astonishing healing takes place.  

 

Relatable: 

--teen yearning for life outside a small town 

--girl from wrong side of the tracks ("Trashtown") 
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--abuse in the foster care system 

--sibling-like relationships 

--the inadequate or absent father/non-mother maternal figure (family of choice, non-

nuclear family) 

 

Recognizable: 

--paranormal teen (Heroes, Supernatural etc) 

--healing/raising the dead 

--zombies again... 

--also Kaz (the love interest) is a seer (can predict future) as can one of the bad guys 

 

Twistable: 

--teen can heal and raise the dead 

--bad buys want Hailey to create an undefeatable army of the undead 

--caring for a youngster with special needs 

 

Layerable: 

--secondary characters; family of healers 

-- captured a gritty, non-urban (Missouri) setting that occurs often in this world, but 

rarely in YA literature. 

--Hailey discovers more powers 

--In book 2, Hailey briefly experiences a longing for/a chance to be a "normal" 

teen...friendships, boys, drinking, clothes...this of course is shattered when the book 2 

conflict/adventure begins  

 

Expandable: 

--First in a 2 book series; there in a cliffhanger ending in book 1 and the adventure wraps 

up in book 2  

 

CONTEMPORARY: 

 

The Sweetheart's Knitting Club by Lori Wilde (The Twilight, Texas Series To Avon 

(established author new to publishing house) 

 

--Lori had written over 40 books, was making a living, but wanted to break out of the mid 

list. With this series, she got larger print runs. The second book in this series she hit the 

U.S.A Today Best Seller's List. In her next series, (set in small town Texas and revolving 

around a wedding theme), her covers will have the second inset layout.  

 

"Throw a penny in the fountain of the Twilight town square, and you'll be married to your 

first love . . . " 

 

For ten years, pretty Flynn MacGregor has been turning down the same solid, upright 
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man's marriage proposal. Her friends at the Sweethearts' Knitting Club tell her they're a 

match made in heaven, but Flynn knows there's only one dangerous reason why she 

keeps saying no: high school sweetheart Jesse Calloway. She was just sixteen when Jesse 

was forced out of town under a cloud of suspicion . . . but he's never left her heart. 

 

Relatable: 

--reunited with first love 

Recognizable: 

--small town 

--crafts (book 1 is knitting; book 2 is quilting) 

Twistable: 

--wishing well 

Layerable: 

--"memorable cast of characters." - Becky Lejeune Bookbitchreviews 

--combines "an immense cast of intriguing characters with a complicated and intense 

storyline" - Wichita Times Record 

Expandable: 

--series based on small town of Twilight 

--Book 2: The True Love Quilting Club 

--Book 3: First Love Cookie Club 

--Book 4: Welcome Home Garden Club  

 

HISTORICAL: 

 

Secrets Of A Proper Countess by Lecia Cornwall ("Cinderella meets the Scarlet 

Pimpernel") - Debut sale to Avon 

 

If Lady Isobel Maitland is caught even speaking to an incorrigible rogue like the 

Marquess of Blackwood, she stands to lose everything she holds dear. The strict rules 

governing her behavior are clearly set down in her husband's will: if she marries again, or 

even forms friendships her mother-in-law does not approve of, then she will never see her 

young son again. But one night, in a dark garden at a masquerade ball, Isobel gives in to 

temptation, and lets an anonymous flirtation turn into seduction.  

 

Relatable:  

--Cinderella (someday my prince will come) 

--secrets (masquerade ball, hiding who we really are) 

--love (conquers all)  

Recognizable: 

--fight against terrorists -- Set during the war against Napolean (19th century's War on 

Terror) 

Twistable: 

--Monster-In-Law (woman under the thumb of her controlling mother-in-law) 
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--new take on Cinderella being under the thumb of her step-mother 

Layerable: 

--strong foil to the hero and heroine's story 

--plot and subplots keep readers interested and guessing until the last  

page 

--dialogue strikes a balance between period authenticity for flavor, and twenty-first 

century accessibility. 

--the history of the Regency and the Napoleonic era is dense and author relies on 

carefully chosen details for a rich backdrop  

--touches on the true fact that Louis XVIII (the brother of the executed Louis XVI) came 

to England to live in exile under British protection until Napoleon could be defeated and 

he could be restored to the French throne 

--setting: the final scenes take place in a house on the seacoast where smugglers 

abounded during this period, adding danger and excitement, and a touch of gothic terror 

Expandable: 

--secondary characters take lead in the next story 

--Book 2: The Traitor's Wife (a twist on Robin Hood story) 

 

PARANORMAL: 

 

Pleasure Unbound by Larissa Ione (Demonica Series – Debut Paranormals to Grand 

Central) 

 

She's a demon-slayer who hungers for sensual pleasure—but fears it will always be 

denied her. Until Tayla Mancuso lands in a hospital run by demons in disguise, and the 

head doctor, Eidolon, makes her body burn with unshakable desire. But to prove her 

ultimate loyalty to her peers, she must betray the surgeon who saved her life. 

 

Relatable: 

--being different 

--trying to help society as a whole, even if that means having to aid those you don't 

necessarily like 

--loyalty to race 

--soul mates  

Recognizable: 

--brotherhood, male camaraderie 

--demons/succubi 

--curse/need to find one mate 

Twistable: 

--an underground hospital for demons  

Layerable: 

--multiple pov 

--strong secondary characters 
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--very hot yet also very emotional 

Expandable: 

--recurring characters 

--complex world 

--has own compendium of termsZodiac Warriors 

 

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE  

 

A Kiss To Kill by Nina Bruhns (Passion For Danger Trilogy - Debut Single Title to 

Berkley (at time, had over 20 books with Silhouette)) Shoot To Thrill (August 2009) 

 

A disillusioned black-ops hero is kidnapped by his ruthless former employers and forced 

to go on a suicide mission back to the scene of his worst betrayal—-but an innocent 

woman is caught in the trap and sent with him, forcing him to choose: her life, or his 

vengeance. 

 

Relatable: 

--overcoming a rough childhood 

--betrayed by those you trust 

--must confront worst fears 

Recognizable: 

--hero on team, CIA black ops operative 

--location: Sudan (current events in the Sudan (the setting of part of the book, although 

the book only hints at these things): systematic rape, the female circumcision, the 

genocide, the famine and starvation.  

Twistable:  

--CIA kidnaps the hero to force him to complete his mission 

--hero and heroine are stranded together in the Sudanese desert (rather than on a deserted 

island)  

Layerable: 

--complex characters 

--emotion and action 

-- "Intense pacing…powerful characters…searing emotions and explosive sexual 

tension!" 

Expandable:  

--Three connected books: If Looks Could Chill (December 2009); A Kiss To Kill (April 

2010) 

 

YOUNG ADULT (Grade 9 and up): 

 

Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins (Debut novel sold to  

 

Katniss is a 16-year-old girl living with her mother and younger sister in the poorest 
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district of Panem, the remains of what used be the United States. Long ago the districts 

waged war on the Capitol and were defeated. As part of the surrender terms, each district 

agreed to send one boy and one girl to appear in an annual televised event called, "The 

Hunger Games." The terrain, rules, and level of audience participation may change but 

one thing is constant: kill or be killed. When Kat's sister is chosen by lottery, Kat steps up 

to go in her place. 

 

Relatable:  

--family fighting to survive 

--war, poverty, death 

--sisterhood 

Recognizable: 

--post-apocalyptic 

--mob mentality; dangers of mindless TV watching/technology 

Twistable:  

--teenager gladiators fighting to death to help feed their families 

--female protagonist is a gladiator 

--televised sport watched by mindless audience 

Layerable: 

--Imperfect female protagonist is focused on survival at any cost; she is cold and 

calculating but still likable 

--Strong secondary character: it is her teammate, Peeta, who recognizes the importance of 

holding on to one's humanity in such inhuman circumstances 

--Complex world where humans are obsessed with grooming, talk funny, and speak so 

that all sentences end with the same rise as questions. 

--Evocative language (When Katniss is sent to stylists to be made more telegenic before 

she competes, she stands naked in front of them, strangely unembarrassed. 'They're so 

unlike people that I'm no more self-conscious than if a trio of oddly colored birds were 

pecking around my feet,' she thinks.)  

--"Populated by three-dimensional characters, this is a superb tale of physical adventure, 

political suspense, and romance." (Starred Review.) 

Expandable: This is the first book in a series. 
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FINAL LESSON: Plot and Turning Points 

For this final lesson, I'd like to discuss plot and turning points, which are the foundation 

for describing your story in more detail, especially if you are writing a synopsis.  

 

A synopsis is a brief outline or general overview of your particular story's structure. It is a 

tool to sell a book that may or may not be written yet. Most writers hate to write it (and 

some editors hate to read them), but writing a good synopsis is generally crucial for 

submitting queries or manuscripts to agents and editors. It gives agents and editors a 

"summary" of your story's high points, as well as a flavor for your writing voice.  

 

Of course, story structure and plot is a whole workshop by itself, but hopefully this will 

help you be prepared in case someone asks you, "So what's your plot?" or "What's your 

black moment or climax?" 

 

Your plot is the summation of events that occur as a result of your characters repeatedly 

encountering conflict and reacting to that conflict, which in turn causes that character 

(your protagonist, at least) to change and grow. However, throughout the plot, the growth 

of your character is not continuous. It starts out slower at the beginning and sometimes 

your character backslides. 

 

The Three Act Structure breaks "Story" into acts, stages, and turning points. 

 

Act I deals with set up and the problem facing your main characters. 

 

Act II deals with the increasing complications that occur when your characters try to deal 

with the problem. 

 

Act III plays on the raised stakes that have gotten so high that the antagonist and 

protagonist must finally face off. It contains the crisis (Black Moment) and Climax of the 

story, and it is at the Climax where the story-building tension erupts and then free falls, 

giving the reader catharsis. 

 

Turning Points are the major events in your plot that take the story in an unexpected 

direction. Turning Points are what keep the reader interested in your book because they 

redirect the plot/character's action and promote character development. Turning Points 

hold up the sagging middle of your story. 

 

Jennifer Crusie describes Turning Points as "mini-climaxes." She also explains that story 

can be visualized as a clothesline, with a beginning and an ending, but a middle that sags 

the more laundry you hang on it. However, if you are able to stabilize that middle at 
certain points, the whole laundry line will be kept taut and will be able to support more of 

what you place on it. 
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Mary Buckham and Dianna Love describe Turning Points as "twist points." They "twist" 

the character into taking an action and, due to that action being taken, the protagonist will 

be changed from that point forward. The twist points create "the catalyst for character 

growth" because at each point, the character has the chance to turn back, but doesn't. 

Instead, he acts, which affects change and growth. With every new twist point, it will be 

harder for that growth to unravel at the end when the character is faced with the Black 

Moment or Climax. As each of the twist points occur, there is more to lose for the 

protagonist because of the growth that has happened. 

 

TP 1: The first Turning Point is the one that takes the character from his Ordinary World. 

It is the Inciting Incident that forces the character to act in a way he normally wouldn't 

have. 

As the character focuses on getting his external goals, outside forces start to promote 

change in him. With this change, the character will start to slowly reveal who he is, only 

to face a new conflict. 

 

TP 2: In Turning Point two, the conflict escalates and something unexpected happens that 

can be described as a first defeat and this drives the character to modify his goal or plan, 

as well as reveal even more about himself. 

 

TP 3: The Midpoint (the twist in the story that comes in the middle of the book, or at 

Turning Point three) is the point in the story where the character's decision not to walk 

away changes everything. This is the "point of no return." It is the 180-degree turn that 

takes the character on a new route. It is through his response to this change that the 

greatest growth 

will occur, but the change will not be complete. His resolve to change completely will be 

tested one more time. (In a romance, this is often when the couple has sex and thus their 

entire relationship changes, or it's the point in a suspense when the hero decides to move 

in with the heroine to protect her.) 

 

TP 4: Conflict is at its highest at Turning Point four (the Black Moment). At this moment, 

the character's worst fears come true and he retreats back behind his mask for a time. 

However, because the character has been strengthened by his story journey, he actually 

learns something from the Black Moment and comes to some greater realization. This 

realization 

allows him to face his greatest fear in an external way (the Climax). As a result, the 

character sheds his wounds forever and wins his happy ending. 

 

TP 5: As indicated above, the Climax is the Turning Point where the antagonist and 

protagonist are both on the page and only one can win. It has been the author's destination 

all along. Its purpose is to cement the change that the protagonist has been making thus 

far, and to insure his final transformation. The Climax often mirrors the opening scene in 
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some way in order to provide an image of how the protagonist and his world has changed 

from the beginning of the book. 

 

Final Assignment: Okay, so now that we've identified the key turning points, see if 

you can identify the events in your story that would best describe each of the turning 

points described above. You can also break it down like this:  

 

What is the set up and the problem facing your main characters? What forces your 

character to leave his ordinary world and start his story journey?  

 

What are some increasing complications that occur when your characters try to deal with 

the problem? 

 

What is the Black Moment and Climax of the story?  


